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Executive Summary 

E-commerce refers to the goods and services transaction between a seller and a consumer. It 

has opened opportunities for business along with new trend for the customers. The advantages 

of e-commerce compared to traditional commerce are really powerful, for this reason, people 

are drawing towards E-commerce. The growth of E-commerce sector in Bangladesh was from 

2012, since then its growing rapidly. It is a growing industry, so there is plenty of sectors to 

work on to make the online purchase experience better. Hence, the emergence of RORO 

technologies limited, as this website emphasizes on budget friendly goods and tries to deliver 

them as quickly as possible to the consumers.  

 

At the beginning of the report in Chapter 1, I have given a brief over view of E-commerce and 

online shopping budget and trend in Bangladesh. Chapter 2, I have added the organizational 

overview of RORO Technology Limited. I have included their market value, mission, vision, 

goals and objectives in this chapter too. In Chapter 3 there is the methodology, scopes and 

limitation of the report, my data collection methods and their sources. In the following Chapter 

4, I have added my literature review which motivated me doing this research. Then in Chapter 

5 I described my duties and job responsibilities. I have briefly mentioned the research findings 

and interpretation of the research in Chapter 7. A survey has been conducted to get insightful 

findings and proper analysis of the situation. This survey is included in Chapter 6 with my 

questionnaire development process. In Chapter 8, I have talked about the recommendations for 

RORO Technology Limited. Finally, in Chapter 9 I have conclude the research by giving an 

overview of the entire report. 
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1.1 Background of the study 

From the beginning of human history, the advancement of new technology has been taking 

place. Starting from inventing fire or tools like spear or knives to recent super machines like 

computer or robots, mankind created every single things for making their life easier. But this 

advancement in technology sector has been exceptionally fast since 20th and 21st century. Like 

in our country, we couldn’t even thought that we will be able to buy, order product or service 

through internet 10-15 years back. But this scenario has changed now. This change occurred 

due to the improvement of technology and after invention of a new thought called E-

Commerce. 

E-Commerce which is also known as electronic commerce means buying and selling products 

or services through electronic medium such as internet or other digital networking platforms 

with the help of devices like computer, tablet, phone etc.   

Though E-Commerce was introduced more than 40 years ago, it reached into a whole new 

level in 1970’s on developed countries. Though Bangladesh is little bit behind of that 

advancement but still it coped up with the globalization and E-Commerce got popular in this 

country near 2013. After that many companies started their journey by entering as online 

shop in Bangladesh E-Commerce sector. Later, considering this sector’s growth Bangladesh 

Government took some initiatives for ensuring a friendly atmosphere which encouraged 

many companies to join in this particular sector.  

According to a surveys of Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC), 

31 million people of Bangladesh used internet back in February 2012 (BTRC, Bangladesh 

Telecommunication Regulatory Commission, 2012). This amount increased almost triple over 

only seven years. Recent database (September 2018) shows that the total number of internet 

users in Bangladesh is 91 million (BTRC, 2018) which is almost 54.49% of total population 
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(167 million) (Worldometers, 2018). This rapid expansion of internet usability and increasing 

amount of internet accessibility created a big opportunity for local entrepreneurs of Bangladesh 

in E-Commerce sector. 

Though the users of internet and E-Commerce in Bangladesh is rising rapidly, U-Lab E-

Commerce report series shows us a different story. It shows not only Bangladesh has led to a 

72% growth in E-Commerce transactions over the course of 2016, but also 78% of those online 

shoppers are low-cost item buyers (Mehedi, 2017). Average basket size for online shopping 

still remains below 1,000 BDT because people still choose traditional shopping rather than 

online purchasing in terms of expensive products. 

This statistics encouraged RORO Technology Limited to enter E-Commerce sector with a 

whole new concept of a budget E-Shop.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

1.2.1 Primary Objectives:  

Primary objectives of this report are to find out target market and digital marketing strategy of 

RORO Technology Limited which is the introducer of budget E-Shop in Bangladesh 

1.2.2 Secondary Objectives: 

 To know the online purchasing behavior of RORO Technology Limited customers. 

 To segment the market of RORO Technology Limited customers 

 To know the operating process of RORO Technology Limited 
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2.1 Company Overview 

RORO Technology Limited started its journey back in 2016 by the hand of Md. Abu Sadeq 

Choudhury. The dream of its founder is to contribute in technology sector which is still lagging 

behind and cannot cope up with the advancement of latest technology comparing to other 

developing countries worldwide. Since the beginning of this company, it started to import latest 

technological inventions and machineries to various industrial sectors and Government 

projects. More than 500 employees in Bangladesh are working hard for this company. But apart 

from this country, RORO Technology Limited got its own warehouse in China and Hong Kong 

and business vendors in Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, China and Hong Kong. From past several 

years it has been working with many reputed companies like Kazi Farms, Italian Thai 

Development Limited, ELCO wires and cables, EXELONE Bangladesh Limited, Rapid Action 

Battalion (RAB), Caritas Bangladesh, Bengal Group, Lankan Alliance Finance Limited and 

Abul Khair Group etc. Recently it wanted to enter in industrial sector in Bangladesh and for 

that reason RORO Technology Limited is building its first factory and production house in 

Gazipur. It also got several ventures operating in Bangladesh and those are 

 RORO Tours and Travels (Travelling Agency) 

 STR Enterprise Limited (Importer and supplier of various stones and sand) 

 RORO Internet (Internet Service Provider-ISP) 

 Brothers Dairy & Agro Limited  

From the month of May 2018, RORO Technology Limited showed interest to enter in E-

Commerce sector and started working onwards. After understanding the mentality of this 

country’s consumers, it wants to introduce another online shop in a budget friendly manner. 

The main theme of this online shop is, it will focus on the product price starting from 1-1000 

taka. The concept is similar to 1-99tk shops, but we are introducing our online shop in a larger 
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manner as we will include products from various range but our main emphasis will be below 

1000tk. 

2.2 Mission 

RORO Technology Limited’s mission is to be the best in both customer (B2C) and business 

(B2B) oriented company in Bangladesh where people will get every possible products and 

gadgets which will make them up to date with current technological advancement. 

2.3 Vision 

RORO Technology Limited wants to provide all kinds of unique products in a budget friendly 

manner to their customer at the most affordable prices to their doorstep. Their vision is to be 

the one and only reliable product destination in Bangladesh. 

2.4 Goal 

Providing best quality products in terms of price and time, RORO Technology Limited believes 

to introduce a new market for general customer which can be easily accessible for all types of 

consumers. 

2.5 Contact Detail 

Organization: RORO Technology Limited 

Organization Type: Private Limited 

Email: info@rorobd.com   Hotline Number: +8801700669900 

Address: 32/1, Khan Plaza (5th Floor), Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka- 1205, Bangladesh. 
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3.1 Methodology of this study 

I wrote this report based on my regular experience that I gathered while working at RORO 

Technology Limited. The survey that I conducted among customers gave me an idea of their 

point of view for online shopping. The survey also gave insightful findings and proper analysis 

of the situation. Customers are now well aware about online purchase system, they compare 

between companies according to their service, goods and price. So, understanding their opinion 

was crucial to come to a conclusion while preparing the report.  

3.1.1 Primary Sources 

 Interviews: I took several interviews among organization’s internal staffs and also 

our vendors and subsidiary companies who are directly related with this E-Commerce 

project. I took the interview of my colleague Md. Abu Sadeq Choudhury (Founder 

and Managing Director), Ahasan Sarwer (Chief Technical Officer), Shawon Nur 

(Director of Planning & Sales) and Al Amran Mishu Sarker (Head of Research and 

Development Program). I also took an interview of Tarik Aurko (Sales and Business 

Acquisition of Biddyut Limited) from our delivery partner and Hemal Jashim from 

our China office. 

 Survey: I conducted an online survey for purpose of this report and the questionnaire 

of the survey is added in the end of this report. 

 Research data: Took some research data of my conducted survey which are also 

added in the analyzing section. 

3.1.2 Secondary Sources 

1. Articles from online journal and newspaper: I also used some help and collected 

different necessary data, information from various articles, reports from different 
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online journals, newspapers or websites and links of these are available on reference 

section of this report. 

 

3.2 Scope of the study 

Purpose of this report is to give a glimpse description of my job experience at RORO 

Technology Ltd. The objective was to have the practical knowledge and field experience of 

working in RORO Technology Ltd. The survey helped me to get an insight of the real 

perception of customers and people involved with the process. I tried to cover their E-

Commerce and budget E-Shop project in which I was involved. The analysis of my survey can 

help people by letting them know the current purchasing online behavior and marketing 

strategy for different type of target customers. This report will work as a secondary source of 

data for any further research related with E-Commerce sector, online purchasing behavior of 

the customers or online marketing strategy. 

 

3.3 Sampling method and Sample Size 

On this paper I have applied Non-probability sampling method. Total sample size was 50. 

Samples were random Dhaka city living people and most of them got online shopping 

experience. 

 

3.4 Research Type 

For collecting data and representing it in this report, I went through both qualitative and 

quantitative research methods. To fulfill this report’s objective I decided to go for quantitative 

data collection by doing a survey on my random customers and for getting some internal data 
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of this organization, I had chosen qualitative method by taking some interviews of my 

colleagues and internal staffs to get some idea or insights of this company. 

 

3.5 Limitations of the Study 

• Due to time constraint couldn’t gather more information.  

• Many internal Data’s were not allowed to be used due to organizational policies. 

• As it is a growing sector, the change in this industry is unstable and sometime rapid. 

So, the findings can be changed.    

• Number of total respondents are 100, so for larger sample size of the survey results may 

differ. 

• All the recommendations were book oriented and made by the experience I have 

obtained while working in this company. There might be more ways to make better 

service oriented online shop or E-Commerce business. 

• Moreover the survey was conducted to portion of people who lives in Dhaka city and 

got availability and accessibility of high tech devices and high speed internet but I 

couldn’t reach to the rural people who don’t have this kind of facilities. So their 

preferences might be different. 
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4.1 Literature Review 

In recent days we can see that people have become very busy with their everyday lives. In this 

busy life the main problem for people is finding the right product in a right time. Sometimes 

people usually doesn’t find what they are looking for when they actually need it. Travelling to 

different stores and comparing among the product, searching the right product waste a huge 

amount of time and money. That is why people have to compromise with the similar product 

they find rather than finding the right product moreover due to lack of time people even have 

to spend more money than the actual price in the same product while purchasing in from online. 

As internet became one of the crucial element for everyday life, people started to think 

differently. Their expectations, buying patterns, demands are changing and Bangladesh is 

slowly but gradually following the trend. People of Bangladesh are also coming out from their 

traditional buying behavior, they start choosing to buy products form online rather than visiting 

the physical market to save their both money and time. Being motivated by "The aim of 

marketing is to know and understand the customer so well the product or service fits him and 

sells itself" (Drucker, 2005), we wanted to emphasize on unique budget friendly products. It is 

also said that "People don't buy for logical reasons. They buy for emotional reasons" (Ziglar, 

2010), so for creating this emotions we wanted to go for various promotional and sales offers 

in different festivals. 

Some E-Commerce players such as eBay (international) or Daraz, Ajkerdeal (local) have been 

providing a platform for third party providers to sell their items through their ecommerce site. 

It is now common for online retailers and manufacturers to integrate with marketplaces such 

as Amazon, eBay, Daraz, Ajkerdeal etc. The concept has picked up significantly as digital 

marketplace after the success of Apple’s Application Store for iPhone made for the first time 

in 2008. With an estimated $30 billion market for Mobile applications by 2013, software and 

Software as a Service (SaaS) vendors are also expected to follow the race to own and fabricate 
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app marketplaces as innovated by Google. (Adhikari, 2015) As per demand, we are also 

creating a platform for buyers and sellers to directly communicate with each other for limited 

and specific amount of unique items like 3D printers. 
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5.1 Job Description 

The Job Description of Internship consisted of the following details 

5.1.1 Tenure of Employment 

I was employed as an Onsite Intern of the company for the duration of four months. After 

Finishing my Internship period I have joined here as Executive of Marketing and 

Communications for E-Commerce sector. 

5.1.2 Working Hours 

Saturday to Thursday: 10.00 am – 7.00 pm 

Off day: Friday and other Government Holidays  

5.1.3 Remuneration: 

The company paid a BDT 5,000 monthly remuneration during the Internship period. After 

finishing Internship period, I got permanent over here and my salary increased. 

5.1.4 Work Station: 

32/1, Khan Plaza (5th Floor), Mirpur Road, Dhanmondi, Dhaka- 1205, Bangladesh. 

 

5.2 Job Responsibilities 

Job responsibilities are mentioned from next page: 
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5.2.1 Product Photography 

Product photography is one of the very crucial and important part for E-Commerce website 

and for marketing process. Though we can find various photos of an original branded product 

in different website on internet but to make it unique and highlight our brand, we did the 

product photography of our own in our established platform and concept. These are some 

photographs done by me 
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5.2.2 Content Writing 

Product information is also a very important part for E-Commerce sector, as we cannot afford 

to deliver wrong information or contents to the customers so I was very concerned about this 

content writing part and posting it to our Facebook page. In this case I took information from 

our vendors or suppliers and on some special cases I also took information from the original 

brand website on the internet. I was working on seasonal products of winter especially on sports 

section so most of the Badminton related products content, photography and published by me. 
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5.2.3 Daily Expenditure Maintaining 

I had to maintain the daily expenses of our company which I had to report to my supervisor in 

a monthly basis. I had to note down each and every daily expenses done by the company and 

make a report of it which I had to submit on the very last day of a month. Report of the month 

of October 2018 is given below as an example 
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5.2.4 Product Costing 

As many of our products imported directly from product’s origin country, I had to maintain the 

costing amount for some shipments. We imported our products through Letter of Credit (L/C), 

so I had to create a report of how many cash were involved on that particular L/C, how much 

interest we have to pay according to bank interest rate and the amount of days related with the 

entire process and submit it to my supervisor. I was assigned for making 4 L/C report of my 

entire Internship period and one of them are given below 
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5.2.5 Data Analysis and Reporting 

I was assigned to analyze our Facebook page data such as number of actions on page, views 

of our page, likes, previews, post reaches, engagements, responsiveness, followers and 

submit it to the Marketing and Planning department and make them up to date all the time 

and make sure everything is on its track. 
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5.2.6 Collaborating with different departments and on Website 

We need to keep track if any new update is coming or if any product gets OOS (Out Of Stock). 

If there any, I updated the product information for new upcoming products and remove it if the 

product went out of the stock on our Facebook page. These information might come at any 

time so I had to collaborate with several departments. I also had to contribute on our website 

through photography, editing those photo for banners or promotional offers and by writing their 

content and give it to out IT department. As our website is still on working progress and it is 

confidential to disclose any information about our website before publishing it according to 

our company policy so I could not give any screenshot of our website. But the countdown of 

our website to publish has already began. 
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5.2.7 Communication with Customers 

I also had to communicate with our Facebook customers for their quarries and also solve their 

problems through messenger or in comments section. 
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To fulfill the research objective in a qualitative method I developed 11 questions in my 

questionnaire using different type of measurement scales to get the maximum output from our 

consumers. The questions and reasons for choosing them are given below.  

1. Email address: 

2. Mobile Number: 

Reason: To get the information of my customer and after analyzing the survey data, use those 

information on different kind of marketing strategy making and applying them and to 

advertising them to particular target customers after segmenting them. 

3. Did you ever shop online? 

Reason: In this question I used Dichotomous Scales to understand how much he/she is involved 

with online shopping 

4. How often do you shop online? 

Reason: I used 5 point Likert scale to know about their online shopping pattern. 

5. How much time you are willing to spend on online shopping per month? 

Reason: In here I again used 5 point Likert scale to understand how much time he is willing to 

spend to buy a product from online. 

6. What type of products you usually prefer to buy online? 

Reason: For this question I used checkbox and allowed my consumers to choose more than one 

option to understand their product type preferences for online shopping. 

7. Which online website do you usually browse for purchasing? 

Reason: Used the same method to know about our strongest existing competitor in the market. 

8. Do you think information provided with products is enough to buy online? 
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Reason: I used multiple choice method to get an honest review about our Facebook page posts. 

9. What is the main feature you want to see in our RORO BD online page? 

10. Which payment method do you prefer for online shopping? 

Reason: For both question 9 and 10, I allowed my customers to write 5-6 words so that they 

can be specific about their needs and demands. 

11. How would you rate RORO BD compared to other online pages? 

Reason: In this question I used five point Likert scale again to compare ourselves to our 

competitors our customer’s perspective or point of view.  

The screenshot of my questionnaire is given below: 
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7.1 Findings 

We found out that 94% of our population have experience in shopping online which made them 

our potential target customers. 

From this question ‘How often do you shop online?’ we get to know more about our potential 

customers and their purchasing patterns. 16% of here are very frequent online shoppers who 

often chose online platform for their shopping. Those 16% frequently and 44% occasionally 

buying customers are those who got attracted by various promotional offers and sales discount 

and buy products on different occasions. These are the main potential customers for a startup 

company like RORO because if good quality products and good after sales service can be 

provided to them, they will become loyal customers and jump to very frequent buying segment.  
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From this data we can see that 50% of our population don’t want to spend much time while 

buying anyithig form online platform, they spent in bewteem 1 to 3 hours per month for online 

shopping. 

Which gives us a clear advice to make product category simple and precised. If they don’t find 

what they are looking for fast enough, they will switch to another website or shop for that. So 

making the category list simple and userfriendly can be one of key to grab more customers. 

Now the question arises that what kinds of product people usually want to buy from online. 

For that we asked “What type of products you usually prefer to buy online” this question and 

in result what we got is 70% people wants to buy different apparel and accessories form online, 

after that come jewelry and watches, then mobile phone and tablet accessories and then last but 
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not the least on peoples favorite list is computer and electronics goods which are 36%, 30% 

and 28%. 

Then we wanted to know which online shop is currently got the stronghold and peoples 

favorite. What we get to know after that is Daraz is currently leading the market by getting 

70% of our target populations vote. After that Pickaboo got 46% and then Bagdoom got 20% 

of vote. 
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Then we wanted to know which paying method is preferable for our customers. From the result 

almost everyone wanted to pay cash on delivery because they wanted to make sure that the 

product they are receiving is the exact same product they ordered. Some customers also 

suggested us to add Bkash, Rocket or Debit card system on our payment method.  

And finally the last two questions were for knowing the current position of us in the market. 

So firstly we asked our customers to rate us through Likert five point scale comparing other 

existing companies. Then 38% people thinks that we are average and 24% people thinks we 

are doing well so far. 
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And then for improving ourselves we wanted to know about our Facebook posts and asked 

them are these posts enough to convince them from purchasing that particular product form us. 

40% people thinks that they might and 28% of our customers guaranteed us that our 

presentation of a product is good enough and they got every information they wanted to know 

about those particular products from our posts.   
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A screenshot of our whole survey data is given below 
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In this market full of competition, it is very important and also difficult for a company to 

outperform any other competitor in the market to reach in top position. It could be only done 

by setting a standard which is not that easy to reach and also will take huge time for any new 

ventures to achieve that. To achieve that position and to create a sustainable future, RORO 

Technology Limited need to create loyal and happy customer base. The main factors which can 

be working as barriers for this company’s growth and sustainability and for those factors my 

recommendations will be: 

 Firstly, RORO Technology Limited should be emphasized and focused to ensure their 

product quality. Though in the beginning, they will get a very small amount of 

consumers, but they need to satisfy those consumers with quality products so that they 

became permanent and loyal. Because a good review and a loyal customer could bring 

many more of them.  

 As they do not have their own delivery team and using Biddyut as their delivery 

partner, sometimes it gets really hard and struggling for them to deliver faster or 

emergency deliveries on time. I will highly recommend this company to create its 

own delivery team to fulfill the needs of its growing customers to ensure timely 

delivery and product safety. Because we have to keep in mind that people only buy 

from online to save their time, if this purpose is not served properly it becomes 

pointless for the consumers to shop RORO. 

 After sales service is also one of the most effective tool towards success in E-

Commerce sector. If any customer complain about any product and wants to return it 

after purchase, a prompt service and a quick response increases the chance for that 

customer to become loyal to this company. Because this quick response represents 

that the company do care for them and their problems. This is how a new company 
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build their trust and loyalty to their customers and this brings a positive impact with a 

good review from their customers.  

 While choosing the pricing strategy, RORO must make sure that their price matches 

and does not exceed the current market prices. Price must be competitive enough to 

influence customers to purchase in general products from RORO. If the price got 

high, there should be a valid reason for that and they must ensure that their customer 

knows the reason behind this high price. 

 Another way of grabbing customer’s attention by offering them unique promotional 

offers and discounts in various special occasions. Those offers must seemed to be one 

of a kind so that every customer only think of shopping from RORO. 
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Since I am from Marketing major and an E-Commerce minor I always wanted to work in an 

E-Commerce company and particularly on marketing department where I will be able to use 

my little knowledge that I have gained in my 4 years of university life about marketing and e-

commerce. I must say I am lucky enough to be selected for working with RORO Technology 

Limited which is trying to do something new and very much challenging in E-Commerce sector 

of Bangladesh. The idea of budget E-Shop is very much unique and there are so many talented 

people working around me. Every day I learnt so many new things about how to make 

decisions, how to work in a team, how to recover from any mistake that you have made and 

how to bring best out of one. After finishing my internship period they offered me a job that I 

cannot reject and with my dedication and hard work I really want to bring a successful career 

out of this opportunity. 

In this paper I have tried my best to deliver my knowledge, people’s opinions that I have 

gathered, and scholarly articles and what I learned from my university. I think E-Commerce 

business should be more focused about product quality and after sales service. E-Commerce 

companies need to make sure they provide the best product and service to their customer. 

According to me in E-Commerce sector there is a huge opportunity in Bangladesh. We just 

need to work properly to ensure our customers satisfaction which can bring a revolutionary 

change for Bangladesh.  
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